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Traveling south from the Rock Hill Road intersection, the
posted speed limit is 45 miles per hour along this five-lane,
undivided roadway with a two-way left-turn lane separating
two travel lanes in either direction. Inner lanes are 12 feet
wide, with a 14-foot wider outside lane. Curb-and-gutter
frames the roadway, with sidewalks along the corridor
separated only occasionally by a small verge. At signalized
intersections, the two-way left-turn lane gives way to an
exclusive left-turn lane, and some intersections feature
exclusive right-turn lanes. Driveways are numerous along the
corridor, with little adjacent connectivity. Sidewalks exist for
users traveling along the east side, becoming intermittent
south of Mills Gap Road, and signalized intersections typically
have crosswalks for at least two legs. No bicycle facilities
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This study focuses on an approximately 5.4 mile stretch
of Hendersonville Road (US 25) from its intersection with
Rock Hill Road to Sweeten Creek Road/Airport Road (US 25
ALT). Connecting downtown Asheville with South Asheville,
Biltmore Forest, Arden, and the nearby town of Fletcher,
Hendersonville Road functions as the main commercial corridor and a major north-south corridor in South Asheville and
Buncombe County. The study area is flanked by two parallel
north-south corridors, Interstate 26 to the west, and Sweeten
Creek Road (US Highway 25 Alt) to the east. These three
corridors are directly impacted by the amount of traffic and
development that occurs along each, making them intrinsically interdependent.
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Figure 2.1: AADT (2018). Source: NCDOT
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Source: NCDOT 2018 AADT

are present along this portion of Hendersonville Road. Along
the east side of the corridor, the Blue Ridge Southern Railroad
runs the entire length of Hendersonville Road, limiting opportunities to connect the road with Sweeten Creek road to
the east, whether for automobiles, bicyclists, or pedestrians.
Improving connectivity where possible is critical to improving
this corridor’s operations for all users.
Hendersonville Road maintains a consistent cross section
throughout the study area, reinforcing the automobile as the
sole mode of transportation. Eliminating gaps in the sidewalk
network, ensuring safe, separated sidewalks exist on both
sides of Hendersonville Road, and retrofitting the road to
include adequate bicycle infrastructure is critical to achieving
Living Asheville’s vision of Hendersonville Road as a multimodal corridor.

Corridor Profile
Despite city plans to develop Hendersonville Road as a
transit-supportive corridor, its profile (Figure 2.1 on page
18) tells a different story. The corridor’s automobile-dominant nature is reinforced by the lack of bicycle lanes and
large gaps in sidewalk infrastructure. This reliance on the
automobile results in clustering of both vehicle and bicycle &
pedestrian crashes between Walmart (near Overlook Road)
and Long Shoals Road, influenced both by the high volumes
of traffic and numerous driveway curb cuts. While Asheville
Rides Transit (ART) provides two routes along this portion
of Hendersonville Road (S3 and S6 routes), data from the
ART Master Plan reveals that passenger onboarding and
offboarding is low along Hendersonville Road. Signed bus
stops are frequent, and the typical weekday boardings are
less than 10-persons per stop, with weekend boardings less
than 5-persons. Furthermore, headways vary between 45 to
90 minutes in this section of Hendersonville Road. The profile
reveals that much work remains to be done in order to realize
the corridor’s vision as transit-supportive and multimodal.
Above: Photos taken along Hendersonville Road
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Land Use
The Hendersonville Road corridor has become
well-developed over many decades, with few
vacant parcels fronting along the road. Land use
is varied throughout, with commercial and retail
as the predominant use adjacent to the roadway.
North of Mills Gap Road, residential uses are
commonplace along the corridor, with an even
mix of single-family and multi-family developments on both sides of the roadway. Industrial
land uses appear south of Mills Gap Road, and
land use typically becomes more varied as one
travel south.
Key nodes of commercial activity include Gerber
Village, the Skyland Plaza at Mills Gap Road,
and the Long Shoals Road intersection. At these
intersections, key commercial destinations may
be found, such as grocery stores (Publix and
Ingles) and popular dining establishments (Farm
Burger and Biscuit Head, e.g.).

Above: Businesses on the corridor
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Vehicular Level-of-Service (VLOS) categorizes corridor functionality for motorists into six letter grades (A-F). Taking into
consideration traffic speed and volume, travel times, pavement condition and type, travel lanes and roadway capacity,
and signal phasing, VLOS synthesizes data to rank users’
perceived satisfaction with the facility, which aids in identifying specific areas of concern for motorists, understand its
differing conditions and how they impact users.
The figure at left shows a roadway strained by the current
traffic conditions, poorly suited to accommodate expected
growth within the corridor and the impacts of the I-26
widening project. Current vehicular performance along
Hendersonville Road is moderate-to-poor, with variability depending on location within the corridor. Conditions are worst
between Carolina Day School and Racquet Club Drive, where
high traffic volumes and poor access management lead to
queuing and travel delays during peak demand periods. With
residential communities and the high-traffic commercial
destinations further south, traffic entering from the Blue
Ridge Parkway, the high number of uncoordinated signals and
driveways are likely contributors to the high congestion in this
area.
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A five-year sample of crashes along the corridor (Table 2.3)
correlates with Level-of-Service, as more than 1,400 crashes
were reported between 2014 and 2018.
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Injury Type

Count

K – Fatality

5

A – Disabling Injury

8

B – Non-Disabling Injury is Evident

91

C – Non-Evident Injury

299

O – Property Damage Only

1,035

Total

1,438

Table 2.3: Motor Vehicle Crashes by Injury Type.
Source: NCDOT, Traffic Engineering Accident Analysis System (TEAAS),
2014-2018.
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Travel Time Analysis
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
works with State DOTs and Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) to establish
and track goals and performance targets
for travel over time. For a number of years,
FHWA has been utilizing passive GPS from
cell phones to form the National Performance
Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS),
one tool (of many) that is available for regional
transportation planning. The NPMRDS resource
is limited to certain roadways within urban
areas; fortunately, as a US Highway route, the
Hendersonville Road corridor is included.

Travel times vary depending the time of day and
direction of travel. For Hendersonville Road, this
translates to northbound travel that is shorter/
faster than southbound, particularly during the
PM commute. Travel during the AM commute
under congested conditions can add an additional +4-5 minutes, and is relatively the same for
either direction. Travel during the PM commute,
however, can vary between +7-minutes for northbound, and +15-minutes for southbound, which
is represented by the vertical height difference
between these curves. PM period of congestion
for southbound travel begins between 4:30-5 PM
and returns to typical after 6:15 PM.

Drawing from the NPMRDS, travel time and
speed data was obtained to compare typical
operating conditions on Hendersonville Road
with both free-flow and congested conditions,
to better understand how current traffic moves
through the study area.

The NPMRDS represents a composite
average of hundreds of thousands of
devices that traveled along the corridor
on Monday through Saturday for the
entirety of the 2019 calendar year.

				
Figure
2.5: Travel Time Comparison (2019) . Driving time along Hendersonville Road under normal (typical), and congested conditions (worstcase). Source: National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS), US Department of Transportation. Representing Monday-Saturday
for 2019 calendar year
Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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Vehicle speeds are likewise impacted by traffic
congestion, and reported through the NPMRDS.
Speeds during the AM commute period (7:30-9
AM) are consistent for north/southbound
directions, with a typical speed of 33 mph +/- 10
mph to reflect free-flow or congested conditions.
During PM commute the typical speed drops to
25-28 mph with a larger +/- range of 8-15 mph.
These data support anecdotal information
from steering committee members, that the
traffic signals along Hendersonville Road were
re-timed several years ago by NCDOT for the
northbound direction of travel. Both the travel
time and vehicle speeds are more consistent
for the northbound direction, and much more
variable for the southbound direction.

“Most needed change is better timing
of traffic signals to maintain smooth
flow. Also 4 lanes on Sweeten Creek
Road and better connections between
US-25 and Sweeten Creek Road would
greatly improve traffic [flow].”
— Survey Respondent, July 14, 2020

Figure 2.6: Vehicular Speed Comparison (2019). Vehicle speed along Hendersonville Road under free-flow, normal (typical), and congested
conditions (worst-case). Source: National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS), US Department of Transportation.
Representing Monday-Saturday for 2019 calendar year.
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Data suggests that Hendersonville Road’s performance is
comparable with similar roadways in North Carolina. The
corridor’s crash rate is 1.48 times greater that of similar
roadways, suggesting roadway conditions may be contributing to a higher level of crashes. However, severe crashes
along Hendersonville are slightly below the statewide average
for similar urban 5-lane US highways, between 2014-2018.
A higher crash rate with lower severity may suggest that
congestion issues are reducing speeds, leading to less severe
crashes during peak hours; however, crashes in non-peak
hours may remain severe.
NC Corridor
Average

Annual Average Daily Traffic (vpd)
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Crash Severity Index
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Table 2.7: Key Corridor Safety Statistics.
Source: NCDOT, Traffic Engineering Accident Analysis System (TEAAS),
2014-2018
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Crash analysis uses a data-driven approach to identify
problematic segments of the corridor. The analysis synthesizes crash data from state and local sources, particularly
the NCDOT dataset of reported crashes (2014-2018). Using
five-year crash statistics and classification based upon injury
severity, statistics are depicted in tabular form, while spatial
analyses reveal trends and patterns in map form. These
results are compared to corridors with similar characteristics
across the State to identify roadway segments and intersections with high crash rates. The resulting data identifies areas
of concern, assisting in the planning process to highlight
general safety conditions, as well as areas of acute concern.
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Figure 2.8: Crashes by Intersection.
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Bicycle and pedestrian crash analyses identifies
problematic segments of the corridor. High
occurrences of bicycle and pedestrian crashes
are strong indicators of unsafe conditions for
multimodal users, and clusters of crashes can
indicate particular locations where these adequate bicycle or pedestrian facilities are lacking.
These data are used during the planning process
to identify areas of acute need for vulnerable
corridor users that may not be reflected through
analysis of vehicle crashes, and to suggest areas
where improving the bicycle and pedestrian
environment may have greatest impact.
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Bicycle and pedestrian crash trends mirror that
of vehicle crashes with clusters at major intersections. Major clusters of crashes include Mills
Gap Road and Gerber Village, Overlook Road,
and Walmart/Lambeth Drive. Notably, this same
stretch of road experiences the highest traffic
volumes along the corridor, in excess of 40,000
vehicles per day, and also corresponds with
the worst level of service for bicyclists. While
the number of crashes involving bicyclists and
pedestrians has remained relatively constant,
2018 stands out, in which 15 pedestrian crashes
occurred in the study area, with clusters near
Racquet Club Drive and Mills Gap Road.

Table 2.9: Motor Vehicle Crashes by Injury Type.
Source: NCDOT, Bike/Ped crash data (2007-2018), and
Vehicular crash data (2014-2018)
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Figure 2.10: Bicycle & Pedestrian Crashes.
Source: NCDOT, Bike/Ped crash data (2007-2018)
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Multimodal Level-of-Service
Sustained development of Hendersonville Road
focusing on automobiles has resulted in a poor
corridor for other users of the road. Figure 2.11
presents Level-of-Service for pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and vehicles, comparing all modes
of travel on a similar scale. The vehicular mode
received the highest LOS value (C), while only
portions of other modes scored similarly.

Pedestrian level lighting and
street trees are scarce throughout
the corridor, although trees are
present where neighborhoods abut
Hendersonville Road.
Conditions for pedestrians along the
Hendersonville Road corridor are inconsistent,
but generally poor. Those walking along the
northbound side of Hendersonville Road will
find sidewalk facilities with a small degree of
separation from vehicle traffic, while those
walking along the southbound side (west) will
find sidewalks intermittent and largely disconnected from other sidewalks along the corridor,
particularly where separated from intersection
crossings. Sidewalk provision and connectivity
declines as the corridor progresses south,
particularly beyond Long Shoals Road. Between
Lambeth Drive and Mills Gap Road, sidewalks
are typically present along both sides of the
corridor in an area of heavy commercial activity.
Here, sidewalks are typically separated from the
roadway by three to five feet of planting strip
and pedestrian refuge islands may be present at
higher-volume driveways.
Conditions for bicyclists along the corridor are
generally poor. Relatively high vehicle volumes
and speeds generally warrant separated bicycle
facilities. Bicycle lanes are non-existent throughout the study area, both along the corridor and
side streets approaching the main corridor.
Although a wide outside shoulder lane is
present, this is not an adequate bicycle facility.

Sidewalk gap (Source: Google Maps, 2020)

Sidewalk verge along Hendersonville Road

Transit stop location on the corridor

Hendersonville Road Corridor Study – May 2021
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MULTIMODAL LEVEL-OF-SERVICE:
VEHICLES, TRANSIT, BICYCLISTS &
PEDESTRIANS
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Figure 2.11: Multimodal Level-of-Service.
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“As Asheville grows, we must
provide for non-car transit.
[...] If we start providing more
options for transit, like safe bike
and pedestrian corridors, and
frequent, low-cost buses, we
will transform our town for the
better.”
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Asheville Rides Transit (ART) maintains a GPS
monitored app for bus arrival times. Boarding
data is collected and typically shows that on
any given day, most riders are picked up either
at the transit center or at the airport, with all
other locations seeing ten or fewer riders. While
benches are provided at most transit stops
along Hendersonville Road, shelters are typically
not provided.
Transit services nationwide have seen a decline
in ridership in result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In the wake of this, ART and other transit agencies are focusing on improvements to quality
of service for those who rely on transit for their
mobility.
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Although transit service exists in the form of
ART routes S3 and S6, service frequency is poor
(90-min headways) and the quality of stops
is minimal. Running from the downtown bus
station to the Asheville Regional Airport, the S3
services the entire length of the study corridor.
The S6 similarly begins at the transit center but
ends at the Biltmore Park Town Square, off of
Long Shoals Road.
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— Survey Respondent, July 13, 2020
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Figure 2.12: ART Bus Service Routes and Stop Locations.
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Analysis
While bicycle and pedestrian facilities currently
leave much to be desired, a number of recent
and historic plans produced in partnership with
the City of Asheville have made recommendations for active transportation in this region.
Though there is significant commuter use on
Hendersonville Road the roadway still has to
meet the needs of the residential community. To
improve this area for residents, there is key interest in providing safe facilities for walkers and
bikers alike – which hopefully can reduce the
number of short car trips or car trips between
poorly connected parcels. This area contains
multiple grocery stores right along the roadway,
several schools and parks adjacent to or just
off the corridor, as well as a seasonal farmers
market. Providing residents and employees with
alternate means of getting to these destinations
would improve the overall quality of life in South
Asheville.

Lake Julian Greenway

The following items are noteworthy bicycle
and pedestrian facility improvements, whether
recently constructed or proposed, found within
or impacting the study area. This list includes
multi-purpose facilities, such as greenways and
recreational trails which may be used both for
transportation and recreational activities.

Jake Rusher Park

“If I could ride my bike safely
from Asheville south along
Hendersonville Rd past Long
Shoals Rd, I would stop driving
and start commuting on my bike.
But there is currently no safe way
to cycle along H-Ville Rd. ”
— Survey Respondent, July 13, 2020
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The Lake Julian Greenway is a proposed eastwest greenway facility that would connect
the proposed Bent Creek Greenway to Lake
Julian Park, the Hendersonville Road corridor,
and neighborhoods in Arden. Identified as a
critical component of the bicycle and pedestrian
network in Asheville in Motion, the Lake Julian
Greenway passes by several destinations along
its path, including Biltmore Park Town Square,
T.C. Roberson High School, Lake Julian Park,
and shops and restaurants along Long Shoals
Road, Mills Gap Road, and Sweeten Creek Road.
These destinations are all in close proximity
to residential neighborhoods, but which are
difficult to travel to and from walking or biking
due to inadequate existing infrastructure, lack
of pedestrian crossing facilities at intersections,
and higher traffic speeds and volumes.

Jake Rusher Park is a small community park
located in the Royal Pines neighborhood of
South Asheville, and is close in proximity to
local shops along both Sweeten Creek Road
and Hendersonville Road. Already home to
sidewalks, as part of a bond project, the park
has seen significant new improvements, including courts for sports, a pavilion, restrooms,
improved lighting, and improved landscaping to
complement its existing playground. A family-friendly destination within the study area, Jake
Rusher Park is nonetheless difficult to access by
other means than a car due to a lack of connectivity between nearby neighborhoods and gaps
in the bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.

French Broad River Metropolitan Planning Organization

Sweeten Creek Sidepath (Proposed)
Planned NCDOT improvements to Sweeten Creek Road
as part of U-2801 are considering a sidepath adjacent
to the roadway for the entirety of the corridor. Once
completed, the proposed sidepath would be a principle
north-south artery for bicycling and recreational activity
in South Asheville and would connect corridor residents
to many commercial destinations along its length. The
sidepath would also intersect with the proposed Lake
Julian Greenway twice, at Mills Gap Road and again
near Lake Julian Park.

Sidewalks
Construction of sidewalks along the east side of
Hendersonville Road was completed in 2017, greatly
improving the pedestrian experience along a stretch
of the corridor. With a combination of federal and
local funds, the City constructed sidewalks from the
Rock Hill Road intersection to Long Shoals Road either
immediately adjacent to the roadway or separated by a
small grass planting strip.

While the aforementioned construction improves
conditions for pedestrians traveling along the east
side of Hendersonville, there remains significant gaps
that make pedestrian use of the corridor a challenge.
For pedestrians traveling on the west side of the road,
sidewalks are largely non-existent, with disconnected segments found in the northern sections only.
Furthermore, south of Long Shoals Road sidewalk
infrastructure is largely non-existent regardless of the
side of the road. Signalized intersections have been
upgraded in recent years to include crosswalks with
countdowns, but distances between these crossings
can reach up to 1/2 mile, and large crossing distances
challenge less able-bodied users. Furthermore, poor
signal timing also contributes to pedestrian challenges
along the corridor. Long waits for signals encourages
risky behavior, forcing pedestrians to make decisions
regarding crossing in lieu of safe access. Improving
pedestrian crossings at intersections along the corridor
and filling in the remaining gaps will further improve
multimodal use of the roadway.

Opportunities for Pedestrian Facilities Along the Corridor

5.4

miles

Length of Corridor

10.8

miles

Potential Length of
Pedestrian Facilities
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50%
of the corridor lacks
pedestrian facilities
today
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EXISTING & PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED BIKE FACILITIES

Figure 2.13: Existing Bicycle Facilities and Previous Recommendations, northern section.
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EXISTING & PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED BIKE FACILITIES

Figure 2.14: Existing Bicycle Facilities and Previous Recommendations, southern section.
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EXISTING & PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES

Figure 2.15: Existing Pedestrian Facilities and Previous Recommendations, northern section.
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EXISTING & PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES

Figure 2.16: Existing Pedestrian Facilities and Previous Recommendations, southern section.
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Key Takeaways

Existing Conditions

Hendersonville Road has, for decades, served as the
critical link between Asheville, South Asheville communities, and Buncombe County, ushering in eras of
residential growth and economic development as the
neighborhoods along its corridor transformed from
inns to settlements, and from settlements to thriving
communities. Yet Hendersonville Road’s profile has re-

mained largely static, and as Asheville seeks to provide
a safe, sustainable, multimodal transportation future
for its residents the current conditions are ill-suited to
satisfy this vision. Through a review of existing datasets, the following recurring issues were identified as
critical to understanding Hendersonville Road’s operational challenges, as well as opportunities:

Automobile-Dominant
Taken as a whole, the data shows Hendersonville Road is a corridor primarily designed for a single
mode of transportation. With no bicycle facilities along Hendersonville Road, 50% of the corridor lacking
sidewalks, and crosswalks--crossing a right-of-way varying between 70 to 110 feet--spread far apart
from each other, traveling up and down Hendersonville Road is a significant challenge to non-motorized
users as conditions force those who would travel by other means into a car. With residential and commercial growth expected to continue in the area and construction on I-26 diverting vehicles onto the
road, a lack of viable alternatives to travel by motor vehicle handcuff’s the corridor’s ability to effectively
move people to and from their destinations.

Poor Functionality
The rapid and poorly controlled approach to development along Hendersonville Road challenges the
notion that the road functions well for motorized users. Numerous curb cuts, confusing intersection
designs, and poorly timed signals all contribute to congestion and crashes, particularly south of the
Blue Ridge Parkway through Mills Gap Road where delay and level of service are at their worst, respectively. Current traffic volumes currently lead to long delays during peak demand, and with traffic set to
move off of I-26 and onto the intertwined roadways of South Asheville, conditions are anticipated to
worsen in the coming years.

Out of Character with Current City Plans
Living Asheville and Asheville In Motion both identify and envision Hendersonville Road as a multimodal
transportation anchor for South Asheville, with an urban center at Mills Gap Road and neighborhood
zones surrounding the corridor. Development along Hendersonville should be transit-oriented, bikeable,
and walkable. The current state of the road, however, demonstrates quite the opposite. Two transit
routes with large headways in excess of an hour operate on Hendersonville Road, functioning to move
residents between downtown Asheville, Biltmore Town Center, and the Airport. While transit stops have
limited amenities, including benches and occasional shelters, the significant sidewalk gaps along the
corridor impede access to both the transit stops and their ultimate destinations.
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